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SUMMARY

The Rotating-Wall Vessel (RWV) is a novel in vitro cell culture system used to successfully culture a cell line derived
from a heterologous mixed mullerian tumor cell of the ovary. Although the original tumor was comprised of both epithelial
and mesodermal components, long-term culture in conventional flasks established a cell line from this tumor with hmnogenous epitheliallike growth characteristics (1). Cells from Passage 36 were seeded into a Rotating-Wall Vessel containing
Cytodex-3 microcarrier beads. Scanning electron micrographs of tumor cells cultured for 32 d in the RWV showed the
presence of heterogeneous cell populations organized into three-dimensional tissuelike architecture, hmnunocytochemical
analysis confirmed the cellular heterogeneity, as demonstrated by expression of both epithelial and mesenchymal antigens.
Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction amplification demonstrated the presence of mRNA for cellular oncogenes
HER-2/neu, H-ras, K-ras, and tumor suppressor p53. Thus, there are two advantages to propagation of tissue in the RWV
culture system: (a) tissue diversification representing populations present in the original tumor, and (b) the three-dimensional
freedom to organize tissues morphologically akin to those observed in vivo. These data indicate that the RWV culture
system is suitable for generating large quantities of ovarian tumor cells in vitro that are amenable to immunocytoehemical,
oncogenic, morphologic characteristics demonstrated in vivo.
Key words: mixed mullerian ovarian tumors; three-dimensional culture; microcarriers; rotating-wall vessels.

Veseio and co-workers demonstrated that three-dimensional histoculture of human tumors not only preserved the architecture as seen
in vivo, but also provided in vitro accuracy of predicting drug resistance and sensitivity in vivo (33).
Studies showed that mixed mullerian tumor cell growth is enhanced on extracellular matrix (ECM)-coated plates, relative to cells
cultured on plastic alone (5-7,19). Furthermore, ECM degradation
experiments indicate that metastatic potential is related to cell-cell

INTRODUCTION

Mixed mullerian tumors are unusual malignancies characterized
by the presence of both carcinomatous and sarcomatous elements
(1,3,9,18,21,26,32). The ovarian form is rare, comprising less than
1% of all ovarian cancers of common epithelial type (32). Traditional
in vitro cell culture techniques and heterotransplantation into
athymic (nude) mice have yielded established cell lines for investigation of these unique tumors. Growth of mixed mullerian tumors in
nude mice maintains the morphological characteristics of the original
tumor, as demonstrated by the expression of both epithelial and mesenchymal malignant cell populations (18,29). However, cell lines
derived from these tumors using traditional culture techniques typically express either a sarcomatous or a carcinomatous phenotype.
Tissue culture of cells obtained from nude mouse heterotransplants
generally results in the loss of the unique morphological characteristics displayed by the original mixed mullerian tumor (29). Many
human tumors grown in nude mice exhibit morphology similar to
those expressed by the tumor in the natural host (16). The nude
mouse model has been extensively used for studying the behavior of
metastatic tumors (10) and drug response of tumors (4,11,22,23).
Ahhough animal models are a successful mode for propagation of
human tumors and are useful under certain experimental conditions,
many complex biochemical and molecular studies require the propagation of cells in the absence of confounding host responses (12,16).
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FIG. 1. LN1 glucose utilization rate (GUR) as a function of time in 28-d
Rotating-Wall Vessel (RWV) cultures. Data from two representative experiments are shown.
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FIG. 2. Media pH (A) and dissolved 0 2 (B) in 28-d Rotating-Wall Vessel
(RWV) cultures of LN1. Data from two representative experiments are shown.

FIG. 3. Immunocytochemical analysis of AE1/AE3 keratin expression in
LN1 original tumor (A), LN1 cultured in monolayer (B), in Rotating-Wall
Vessel (RWV) (C), and petri dish controls (D).

interactions between tumor cells and supporting stromal cells (20).
Although ECM culture systems promote increased cellular proliferation and matrix utilization, they do not facilitate the maintenance
of long-term culture (greater than 4 wk without continuous passage).
Moreover, the morphology of tumor cells grown on ECM is highly
variable; often the cells fail to assemble into the organized architecture comparable to their three-dimensional growth in vivo. Thus, the
ability to maintain tumors in vitro using a culture system that facilitates cell growth as occurs in vivo is of obvious benefit for establishing
better models to study human tumor development, metastasis, and
drug resistance and sensitivity.
This report details the culture conditions, immunocytochemical
characteristics, and proto-oncogene expression patterns of a mixed
mullerian tumor cell line called LN1, grown in the Rotating-Wall
Vessel (RWV) cell culture system. As previously described
(12,14,15,24,27,31), the RWV provides a low-shear environment
that promotes cellular proliferation in three dimensions. The tissuelike aggregates generated during RWV culture of this cell line were
comprised of heterogeneous cell populations that exhibited immunocytochemical staining patterns that closely resemble the original
mixed mullerian tumor from which the cell line was derived.
MATERIALSAND METHODS
RWV cultures. The LN1 ovarian tumor cell line was maintained for 36

passages in 150 cm2 tissue culture flasks (Coming, Inc.; Coming, NY). The
culture medium consisted of a specialized growth medium comprised of a
triple-sugar minimal essential medium-alpha/L-15 base designated GTSF-2
formulated at NASA/JohnsonSpace Center (15). RWV cultures were initiated
as previously described (12,15,24,27). Briefly,LN1 cells were removed from

FIG. 4. Immunocytochemical analysis of vimentin expression in LN1
original tumor (A), LN1 cultured in monolayer (B), in Rotating-Wall Vessel
(RWV) (C), and petri dish controls (D).
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Fta. 5. Immunocytochemical analysis of TAG-72 expression in LN1
original tumor (.4), LN1 cultured in monolayer (B), in Rotating-Wall Vessel
(RWV) (C), and petri dish controls (D).

the flask by treatment with 0.25% trypsin and resuspended in fresh medium
at a density of 2 X 10z cells/ml. Ceils were then introduced into the High
Aspect Rotating-Wall Vessel (HARV) model of the RWV (Synthecon, Inc.,
Friendswood, TX) containing 5 mg/ml Cytodex-3 microcarrier beads (Pharmacia-LKB, Piscataway, NJ), resulting in a final ratio of 10 cells/bead. RWV
cultures were maintained for 28-32 d. Cell growth was monitored by daily
measurements of pH, dissolved CO2 and O2, and glucose utilization using a
Coming Blood Gas Analyzer (Model 168) and a Beckman Glucose Analyzer2 (Fullerton, CA), respectively. As growth progressed in RWV cultures, nutrient replenishment requirements increased from one to three times daily.
As controls for these studies, 35-ram nonadherant petri dishes were seeded
with microcarriers and cells at the same densities and maintained for the
same time period as the RWV. Feeding was performed according to the requirements of the RWV cultures.
lmmulmcytochemistry. Immunocytochemical analysis was performed on
sections of the original patient tumor, LN1 cells Passage 36 grown as a monolayer on Lab-Tek chamber slides (Nunc, Inc., Naperville, IL), sections of
three-dimensional aggregates on microcarrier beads in the RWV, and sections
of aggregates grown on microcarriers in the petri dish controls. Monolayer,
RWV and petri dish cell samples were fixed in Omnifix (Xenetics Biochemic,
Tustin, CA). For histological processing, RWV and petri dish samples were
prepared and sectioned by RMC, Inc. (Tuscon, AZ) as described previously
(15). Briefly, samples were enclosed in mesh bags, processed in an automated
tissue processor, and embedded in paraffin. Five micron sections were cut
by microtome and adhered to microscope slides. Five micron sections of
formalin fixed original tumor were received from the Tampa General Hospital
Pathology Laboratory. Sections were deparaffinized with xylene and rehydrated via exposure to decreasing concentrations of ethanol. Monolayer cultures were chemically processed in the same manner as tissue sections.
Sections and monotayer cultures were subjected to inununoperoxidase
staining with antibodies to AE1/AE3 keratin (Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN), vimentin (Boehringer Mannheim), tumor associated glycoprotein-72 carcinoma antigen (TAG-72) (Signet Laboratories,
Dedham, MA), p185 HER-2/neu (Becton-Dickinson, San Jose, CA), and
chondroitin-sulfate (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). Briefly, slides were

blocked for endogenous peroxidase activity with 2% hydrogen peroxide in
methanol for 15-20 rain at room temperature and treated with the following:
0.1% trypsin in 0.1% CaC12-phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 30 rain at
37 ° C for AE1/AE3 keratin, vimentin, TAG-72, and HER-2-neu. Sections
were then blocked with 1 X PBS/0.1% Tween-20 containing 5% sheep serum
(Sigma) for 20 min at 37 ° C. Slides were drained and margins of the sections
were blotted. Primary antibodies were diluted into 1 X PBS/0.1% Tween-20
as follows and incubated with sections at 37 ° C in a humidified chamber for
1 h: anti-AE1/AE3 keratin 1:100, anti-vimentin 1:5, anti-TAG-72 1:10, antip185 HER-2/neu 1:10, and anti-chondroitin-sulfate 1:200. Slides were then
washed three times with 1 X PBS/0.5% Tween-20 and margins blotted dry.
Following incubation at 37 ° C in a humidifed chamber for 1 h with peroxidase-conjugated sheep anti-mouse secondary antibody (Boehringer Mannhelm) diluted 1:200 into 1 X PBS/0.1% Tween-20, slides were washed three
times with 1 x PBS/0.5% Tween-20 and margins blotted dry. Slides were
then treated with diaminobenzideue (DAB) substrate solution (Sigma) for approximately 10 min until color developed, rinsed with 1 × PBS, counterstained with hematoxylin, rinsed with water, glycerol/PBS mounted aud
sealed.
Scanning electron microscopy. Samples of LN1 cells grown in RWV culture
were processed for scanning electron microscopy as detailed previously
(8,9,10,17,20). Briefly, samples were rinsed in calcium- and magnesium-free
phosphate-buffered saline (1 x PBS), fixed in cacodylate buffer and postfixed
in 1% osmium tetroxide (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington,
PA). After critical point drying, samples were sputter coated with platinumpalladium alloy and examined with a JEOL T330 scanning electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.
Analysis ofproto-oncogene expression. The expression of mRNA for HER-2/
neu, H-ras, K-ras, and p53 was determined by reverse transcription (RT)
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification (2). Briefly, cells grown for 32
d in the RWV were removed from microcarrier beads by digestion for 30-45
rain at 37 ° C in a solution of 2.4 U/ml dispase (Boehringer Mannheim) containing 20 mg bovine serum albumin (BSA) fraction V (Sigma). Cells were
washed by centrifugation four times with PBS (GIBCO, Grand Island, NY),
after which total RNA was extracfed with TriReagent (MRC, Inc., Cincinnati,
OH), reverse transcribed to cDNA, and amplified by PCR as described (2).
All reagents for reverse transcription were obtained from Promega Corp.
(Madison, WI). PCR was performed utilizing the Perkin Elmer Cetus
GeneAmp Reaction kit (Norwalk, CT). PCR primers for HER-2/neu, c-H-ras,
c-K-ras, and p53 were obtained from Clontech Laboratories (Palo Alto, CA);
beta actin primers were obtained from Stratagen, Inc. (La Jolla, CA).

Flow cytometric analysis of intermediatefilament proteins and oncoproteins.
Intermediate filament proteins (cytokeratin, vimentin), epithelial membrane
antigen, TAG-72, and oncoproteins (p21H-r% p21K-r%and mutant p53) present
within LN1 cells were determined flow cytometrically utilizing a Becton Dickinson FACScan (Mountain View, CA) as described (2). Monoclonal antibodies
to p21H-r~*,p21K-~, and p53 mutant protein were obtained from Oncogene
Science (San Diego, CA). Monoclonal antibodies specific for epithelial membrane antigen and vimentin were obtained from Dako (Santa Barbara, CA);
monoclonal antibody to TAG-72 was obtained from Signet Laboratories;
monoclonal antibody to low molecular weight cytokeratin and Simulset isotype control antibodies were obtained from Becton Dickinson. The expression
of protein within individual cell populations grown in RWV culture was determined by selective gating into three regions based on forward angle light
scatter (FSC) characteristics as an index of cell size and side angle light
scatter (SSC) characteristics as an index of cell granularity.
Cell rycle analysis. Determination of cell cycle phase of LN1 cells grown
in the RWV was performed according to a modified Krishan procedure (17).
Briefly, cells were lysed and stained in a solution of 0.1% sodium citrate
containing 0.03% nonidet P-40 and 50 ~g/ml propidium iodide (Sigma). After
incubation in the dark for 10 rain at room temperature, 100 units of ribonuclease A (Sigma) were added for an additional 30 rain of incubation. A
peripheral blood mononuclear cell suspension from a normal donor, processed in parallel and chicken erythrocytes were used to calibrate the FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson). Cell cycle phase was analyzed with
FACScan Cell fit software for double discrimination and expressed as the
percentages of the population in GO/G1, S, and G2 + M phases of the cycle.
RESULTS

Growth characteristics of LNl in RWV culture. LN1 cells on microcarriers were introduced into the R W V and into petri dish controls
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FIG. 6. Immunocytochemical analysis of p185 HER-2/neu expression in LN1 original tumor (A), LN1 cultured in monolayer (B), in
Rotating-Wall Vessel (RWV) (C), and petri dish controls (D).

following 36 consecutive passages in standard in vitro monolayer
culture. By 24 h, cells were attached to the microcan'iers, forming
three-dimensional aggregates. Previous data showed that sufficient
oxygen delivery for three-dimensional growth and maintenance of
cells with high metabolic activity is obtained easily with the HARVtype vessel due to the greater surface area to volume ratio of the
oxygenator membrane (24). Increased glucose utilization rates (GUR)
of RWV cultures of LN1 (Fig. 1) demonstrated that the HARV is
more appropriate for studies with this cell line. The GUR at Day 5
averaged 7.8 mg/dl/h, increasing to 16.75 mg/dl/h at Day 8 and

ranged between an average of 17.7-26.3 mg/dl/h for Days 10-28. As
the GUR increased, the dissolved 02 and the pH declined accordingly (Fig. 2 A and 2 B, respectively). To maintain optimum pH and
02, feeding intervals were decreased from once per day to every 12
h at Day 5 and to every 8 h at Day 8. The feeding regimen for the
petri dishes was matched to that of the RWV although metabolism
of these cultures was significantly less (data not shown).
Immunocytochemical analysis of LN1 grown in RWV culture. Immunocytochemical reactivities of LN1 cells grown as three-dimensional aggregates in RWV culture were compared to original tumor,
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TABLE 2
LN1 CELL CYCLE DISTRIBUTIONDURING RWV CULTURE
Day"

G~G1

S

G2 + M

4
19
32
Onginaltumor

56
66
60
83

32
27
31
14

12
7
9
3

~Day of Rotating-Wall Vessel (RWV) culture.
bMean fractions of cells (N = 3) in G0/G1, S, and G2 + M phases of the
cell cycle.

FIG. 7. Immunoeytochemieal analysis of chondroitin-sulfate expression
in LN1 original tumor (A), LN1 cultured in monolayer (B), in Rotating-Wall
Vessel (RWV) (C), and petri dish controls (/9).

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF STAINING CHARACTERISTICSOF LN1 CELLS
GROWN IN RWVSa
Cytokeration

RWV Population 1b
RWV Population 2
RWV Population 3
LN1 Monolayer'

+ + +
+ +
+
++ +

Vimentin

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

EMA

TAG-72

+ + +
+
+
+ + +

+ +
+
+/+ +

°Unseparated populations of LN1 cells cultured for 32 d in the RotatingWall Vessel (RWV) were evaluated flow cytometrically for expression of low
molecular weight cytokeratin, vimentin, epithelial membrane antigen (EMA),
or tumor-associated glycoprotein-72 (TAG-72). + + + denotes positive
staining in >75% of cells; + + denotes positive staining in 40-74% of cells;
+ denotes positive staining in 20-39% of cells; + / - denotes positive staining in <20% of cells.
bPopulation 1 comprises cells gated in region 1 (R1); population 2 comprises cells gated in R2; population 3 comprises cells gated in R3 shown in
Fig. 12.
cStaining patterns of LN1 cells grown in monolayer culture, passage 32.

standard monolayers, and aggregates cultured in petri dish controls.
LN1 original tumor was moderately positive for AE1/AE3 keratin
(Fig. 3 a), vimentin (Fig. 4 A), TAG-72 (Fig. 5 a), and HER-2-neu
(Fig. 6 A), and strongly positive for chondroitin-sulfate (Fig. 7 A).
Typically, both malignant and normal cells of mullerian origin coexpress vimentin and cytokeratin (25). This phenomena is closely
akin to the phenotypic co-presentation of these intermediate filaments seen in neoplastic breast tissues (30). LN1 cells from Passage

36 grown as a monolayer exhibit an epitheliallike phenotype, weakly
to moderately positive for AE1/AE3 keratin (Fig. 3 B), vimentin (Fig.
4 B), TAG-72 (Fig. 5 B), and chondroitin-sulfate (Fig. 7 B), and
weakly positive for p185 HER-2/neu (Fig. 6 B). After 32 d of culture
in the RWV, however, AE1/AE3 keratin staining (Fig. 3 C) declines
with a concomitant increase in the expression of vimentin (Fig. 4 C)
with cells containing dense foci. Expression of TAG-72 (Fig. 5 C)
and p185 HER-2/neu (Fig. 6 C) was slightly increased over cells
grown in monolayer. Chondroitin-sulfate expression (Fig. 7 C) increased substantially to more closely resemble the strong reactivity
of the original tumor. Petri dish control cultures were negative for
AE1/AE3 keratin (Fig. 3 D), weakly positive for vimentin (Fig. 4 D),
negative for TAG-72 (Fig. 5 D) and p185 HER-2/neu (Fig. 6 D), and
weakly positive for chondruitin-sulfate (Fig. 7 D). Cytokeratin 18
expression (not shown) was dramatically reduced fi'om very positive
in monolayer culture compared to weakly positive after 32 d of RWV
culture (unpublished data). Furthermore, the RWV culture at 15 d
exhibited very strong staining for cytokeratin 18 and TAG-72 (unpublished data) when compared to Day 32. Negative control stains
for all culture conditions are shown in Fig. 8.
Scanning electron microscopy. Scanning electron microscopic analysis of LN1 ceils grown in the RWV demonstrated the ability of these
ceils to exhibit three-dimensional tissuelike growth (Fig. 9). These
cells showed extensive proteoglycan secretion and surface microvilli
formation. A heterogeneous population of cells was distinguished at
32 d of culture in this vessel. (Fig. 9 C and D). Petri dish control
cultures displayed nonconfluent single microcarriers at Day 4 (Fig.
10 A and B). By Day 32, cell aggregates and cell attachment to the
microcarriers were present (Fig. 10 C and D); however, microcan'iers
were still not confluent and aggregates were smaller and poorly organized when compared to those from RWV culture. In addition,
proteoglycan and microvilli formation in control cultures was less
pronounced than in the RWV.
Proto-oncogene expression in LN1 cells grown in RWV culture. Assay of unseparated cell popuIations after 32 d of tlWV culture demonstrated constitutive expression of mRNA for cellular oneogenes
HER-2/neu, H-ras, K-ras, and tumor suppressor p53 (Fig. 1i). Flow
cytometric analyses revealed that mRNA expression correlated with
the presence of oncoprotein (Fig. 12). Moreover, expression of ras
p21 proteins and the mutant form of p53 protein differed within
individual cell subpopulations generated during RWV culture. The
highest fluorescence intensity for ras p21 and mutant p53 proteins
was observed within population i, gated as R1 (Fig. 12). These cells
were of intermediate size and granularity and most resembled the
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FIG. 8. Negative controls for all immunocytochernical analyses. Original tumor (A), LN1 cultured in monolayer (B), in Rotating-Wall
Vessel (RWV) (C), and petri dish controls (D).

parent LN1 cell line staining characteristics (Table 1). Population 2
(R2, Fig. 12) was comprised of intermediate sized, highly granular
cells that showed staining intensities for ras and mutant p53 proteins
similar to cells in population 1, but exhibited lesser staining for
epithelial antigens relative to population 1 (Table 1). Ceils within
population 3 (R3, Fig. 12) were smaller, and less granular and exhibited reduced staining intensity for ras p21 proteins, but comparable staining for mutant p53 as observed for populations 1 and 2
(R1 and R2, Fig. 12). Cells comprising population 3 exhibited little
epithelial staining characteristics (Table 1). Expression of p185

HER-2/neu did not differ between populations and none of the cell
populations demonstrated expression of wild-type p53 protein (unpublished data).
Cell cycle analysis. The proliferative activity of LN1 cells during
three-dimensional growth remained relatively stable throughout the
32-d incubation period (Table 2). Relative to the original tumor specimen with an S-phase of 14%, the fraction of cells synthesizing DNA
and engaged in mitosis in RWV culture increased to 27-32%. Grown
as a monolayer, LN1 cells typically exhibit an S phase fraction of
15-20% during logarithmic growth.
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123 bp

FIG. 11. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction amplification
(RT-PCR) determination of oncogene expression by LN1 cells cuhured in the
Rotating-Walt Vessel (RWV) for 32 d. Molecular weight standards are shown
in Lane 1, which represents a 123 bp ladder, and lane 12, which shows
q)X175 restriction fragments. Lane 2, 98 bp product for HER-2/neu; lane 4,
108 bp product for c-H-ras; lane 6, 100 bp product for c-K-ras; lane 8, 371
bp product for p53; lane 10, 661 bp product for beta-actin. The absence of
contaminating genomic DNA in the RNA preparations is illustrated by the
absence of amplification product for nonreverse transcribed RNA for each
primer set, shown in lane immediately to the right of each product band (lane
3, HER-2/neu; lane 5, c-H-ras; lane 7, c-K-ras; lane 9, p53; and lane 11,
beta actin).

FIG. 9. Scanning electron micrographs of LN1 cultured in the RotatingWall Vessel (RWV) for 4 d (A and B) and 32 d (C and D).

DISCUSSION

FIG. 10. Scanning electron micrographs of LN1 control cultures grown
in petri dishes for 4 d (A and B) and 32 d (C and D).

Previous work with RWV showed that cellular differentiation can
be achieved in both normal and neoplastic systems (12,13,15). For
each of the cellular models cited (i.e., human normal small intestine
and adenocarcinoma of the colon and breast), the unique growth
conditions that facilitate the production of tissue- or tumor-like organization are provided by the simulated microgravity environment
of the RWV. This nonstressful milieu results in minimal selective
pressure exerted on cell orientation during in vitro growth, thus mimicking the in vivo condition. Furthermore, the reduction in shear
stress provided by this culture vessel allows cells growing in separate
aggregates to spontaneously associate to form cellular bridges, thus
enlarging the three-dimensional structure and intercellular complexity (14,24,27,31).
Production of intermediate filament proteins, as detected by immunocytochemical analysis, for keratin and vimentin, as well as
TAG-72 and p185 HER-2/neu demonstrated increased expression
in LN1 differentiated tissues grown in the RWV during 32-d experiments. These data strongly reflect immunocytochemical staining in
the original tumor tissue. Growth and differentiation of the pluripotent adenocarcinoma cell line HT-29 parallels these results when
grown in RWV culture. HT-29 is known to differentiate in the absence of glucose and as a consequence cultures evidence a decrease
in the content of heparin sulfate proteoglygan and an increase in
chondroitin-4-sulfale (28). Similarly, LN1 in vivo expressed large
amounts of chondroitin sulfate in the interstitium of the tumor (Fig.
7 A) The expression was greatly reduced in standard two-dimensional
culture (Fig. 7 B). However, expression of chondroitin-sulfate in
three-dimensional RWV culture was closely akin to the expression
in the in vivo tumor. As confirmed by immunocytochemical analyses,
LN1 in RWV culture formed three-dimensional tumor masses comprised of heterogeneous cell populations distinguished by Day 32 of
culture. Elongated fingerlike cells were evident in Fig. 9 C and D
along with pronounced expression of proteoglycan and surface microvillus formation. As demonstrated by flow cytometry, at least three

!
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FIG. 12. Flowcytometric determination of LN 1 oncoprotein expression following Rotating-Wall Vessel (RWV) culture. Specific staining
with monoclonal antibody to ras p21 proteins and mutant p53 protein, relative to isotype control antibodies, is denoted by a shift towards
increased log fluorescence (FL2). FSC = forward angle light scatter; SSC = side angle light scatter.

distinct populations of cells were present in RWV culture. These
populations reflected in part the characteristics of the parent cell
line. In addition, populations 2 and 3 exhibited increased heterogeneity representative of the original tumor (Table 1). Tlle multiple
populations generated during RWV culture also exhibited the capacity to differentially express oncoproteins p21 s-'~, p21K-r% and
mutant p53. Similar to LN1 cells grown in monolayer culture (2), the
expression of wild-type p53 protein was not observed in any of the
cell populations generated in RWV culture. Cell cycle analyses demonstrated stable proliferative activity during three-dimensional RWV
growth. However, DNA synthesis in RWV culture was increased to
27-32% over a standard S-phase fraction of 15-20% in LN1 monolayer.
In summary, these data demonstrate that culture in the RWV promotes the proliferation of LN1 ceils in three dimensions allowing the
formation of an organized tumorlike architecture. The cellular architecture and staining profiles of LN1 grown in RWV culture were
remarkably similar to those characteristics of the original tumor specimen. In a preliminary report, we recently described the differential
morphologic characteristics of the cell types generated from LN1
during RWV culture (3). These results suggest that LN1 cells are
capable of nmltidirectional differentiation resulting in the production
of muhiple malignant cell populations as were present in the original

patient specimen from which this tumor cell line was derived. The
ability of ovarian tumor cells to generate multiple malignant components suggests that RWV culture provides the conditions necessary for the growth and differentiation of pluripotent cells.
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